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ABSTRACT

The paper reports the results of an acoustic study of three 
emotions: anger, sadness and happiness, with emotionally 
neutral speech used as a baseline. Seventeen native English 
speakers read short stories especially constructed to elicit a 
target emotion in as natural way as possible. One of four 
short target utterances was always part of the story. These 
utterances were presented, out of context, to 12 English 
listeners, whose task was to judge the speaker’s emotion. 
The utterances that were judged with reasonable success 
were then subjected to the acoustic analysis. The following 
parameters were examined: utterance-initial and final F0, 
F0 peak and its timing, F0 range, maximum intensity and 
articulation rate. The results indicate that each emotion can 
be associated with a particular combination of these
acoustic features, with the most salient parameter(s) being 
different for each emotion. No qualitative gender
differences in the vocal expression of emotion were found. 

1. INTRODUCTION

An impressive body of research on vocal expression and 
recognition of emotion has been gathered to date. There 
seems to be considerable consistency in the findings, both 
for encoding and decoding of emotion. Most typically 
investigated parameters in encoding studies have been
prosodic features, namely aspects of fundamental
frequency (F0), intensity and speech/articulation rate (for 
overview, see [1]). However, it has been pointed out that the 
consistency of results regarding the acoustic manifestation 
of emotions is usually related to arousal, and that there is 
still little evidence for vocal differentiation of individual
emotions on similar levels of arousal (e.g. [2]). This 
contrasts with research on facial expressions of emotion [1]. 
Yet the success rate of decoding emotion accurately (on 
average 60%) is well beyond the chance level (about 12%; 
[1]). It has been suggested that the likely reasons for this 
discrepancy relate to methodology. Firstly, given ethical 
and practical issues related to collecting naturally occurring 
emotional speech, most studies turned to actors, giving 
them explicit instructions regarding the emotion to be 
conveyed. However it has been repeatedly noted that due to 
frequent ‘overacting’ the results based on actors cannot be 
generalized to naturalistic expression of emotion (e.g. [3]), 
and that the research needs to move from simulation of 
affect to natural data or more sophisticated methods of
inducing emotions. This will require a more precise
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fication and description of emotions, and also a higher 
 of consensus (e.g. [1], [4]). Furthermore, many 

s used only one actor, despite the fact that the
ure indicates a wide variability in vocal expression of 
on across speakers [3]. Secondly, it may be that some 
tant cues have been missed in the research so far. 
recent studies of voice quality suggest that this 
ic feature is important for the vocal differentiation of 

te emotions [1]. Also recent technical advances in 
 analysis will allow for a more detailed and reliable 

yal of different emotions [2]. 

resent the results of an acoustic analysis of three 
’ emotions – for high-level arousal: anger and
ess; for low-level arousal – sadness. Emotionally 
l speech was used as a baseline. In designing the 
dology our main concerns were (i) to elicit emotional 
 samples in  as a natural fashion as possible, (ii) to 
te the speech sample to be used in the acoustic 
is in a perceptual test. To avoid at least some of the 
dological pitfalls described above, we avoided using 
 and any explicit instructions to convey a particular 
on. Instead we based our study on expressive reading 
rt stories in which the context was the primary 
tion cue. As studies based on a single speaker face the 
r that the vocal expression of emotion may reflect the 
er’s idiosyncratic strategies, we recorded a reasonable 
er of speakers (balanced for gender). We were thus 
 generalize with more confidence. In the analysis we 
nterested mainly in finding out (i) to what extent very 
target utterances, extracted from the context of the 
 can be correctly judged for affect, and (ii) to what 
 the most frequently investigated acoustic parameters 
stinguish individual emotions in the context of the 
n methodological set-up.

2. METHOD

icitation procedure

arget utterances were chosen: no, you’re wrong, yes 
alas. Our main considerations in this choice were for 

terances to be comparable in terms of the number of 
les and position within the sentence, and also we tried 
ntrol for the position of stress and for affective 
ng/valency of words. Rating experiments on isolated 
 suggested that words associate with an intrinsic 
y rating [5]. This rating can be, however, affected by 
t [6]. Inspired by the ratings in [6], we chose two 
ically positive utterances (yes and koalas) and two 



intrinsically negative utterances (no and you’re wrong).

In order to elicit the target emotion on the target utterance in 
as a natural way as possible, an exp ressive reading of short 
stories (generated by one of the authors) was used. The 
target utterance was always in the last sentence of the story 
and the stories were constructed in such a way that the 
preceding context would make the target emotion obvious. 
But to insure elicitation of the correct emotion we also cued 
the emotion just after the target utterance by an appropriate 
adverb (e.g. for angry emotion the last sentence could be: 
‘No!’ said John angrily, ‘I am not backing down this time!’).
Three stories for each target utterance and each emotion 
(and the neutral speech) were constructed – in total 48 
stories, plus an additional story for practice. Using a
reading task with carefully selected target utterances in a 
consistent contextual position allowed us to make acoustic 
comparisons across emotions directly, as this set-up
controlled for possible contextual factors.

We recorded 17 speakers (8 male, 9 female), who were 22 
–37 years old, spoke with a southern British English accent, 
had similar educational background, and were naïve with 
respect to the purpose of the experiment. The speakers were 
asked to read out each story in an expressive way.

2.2 Perceptual evaluation

The total of 639 target utterances1 were extracted from the 
recorded stories, randomised and submitted to perceptual 
evaluation by 12 listeners (6 male, 6 female). The
participant criteria were the same as those used for the
speakers.

Listeners were given a choice of angry, sad, happy, neutral 
and other on the response sheet to achieve a balance 
between restricting the listener’s choice of emotion and 
giving too much freedom of choice [6].  This gave them the 
opportunity to suggest an alternative if they believed the 
feelings of the speaker did not match one of the four
specified choices.  A 3-second gap followed each target 
utterance to allow for the perceptual decision.

2.3 Analysis

The acoustic analysis was carried out only on those target 
utterances for which the target emotion was judged
correctly at least 58% of the time (i.e. by 7 or more 
listeners). This value matches the average success rate for 
judging the emotional state in speech, as reported in the 
literature (e.g. [1] [3]). 

A number of prosodic parameters were examined in the 
acoustic analysis. In order to capture the intonational
characteristics of the individual emotions, we measured 
utterance-initial F0, F0 range (as the difference between the 
maximum and minimum F0), utterance-final F0 and time 
location of the peak/maximum F0, expressed as a
proportion of the utterance duration. Prosodically the target 

1 The total number of recorded stories was 816. However, 177 
target words could not be extracted without distortion due to 
liaison with the following speech and were thus unusable.
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nces always formed an intonation phrase, coinciding 
 single prosodic word. Thus there was only one F0 
in the utterance. Our F0 range corresponds to
son & Ladd’s [7] F0 span, and the utterance-final F0
ir F0 level. The combination of all the F0 measures 
 capture the shape of the F0 contour, i.e. whether the 

t involved a simple fall, or a fall-rise, rise-fall or 
ll-rise. The timing of the peak, together with the 
 and maximum F0, were to indicate the steepness of a 
le rise. We also measured the maximum intensity in 
erance and articulation rate.

3. RESULTS

tal percentage of utterances in which emotion was 
 correctly in the perceptual test was 45% (the label

’ was used rarely). Due to lack of space we shall not 
s the results of the perceptual test in more detail, but 
 concentrate on the results of the acoustic analysis. As 
oned above, this analysis was performed only on 
utterances in which the success rate was above the 
ied threshold. This yielded a dataset of 254 utterances 
: 77, happy: 57, sad: 59, neutral:61).

alyse the effect of emotion on each of the above 
tic parameters we used the analysis of variance. Apart 
emotion’, we also included ‘utterance’ and ‘gender’ 
ependent variables, as we were also interested in 
le interactions, particularly, whether the acoustics of 

on differs in males and females and whether it affects 
nt types of utterances differently. When a significant 

effect was found, we carried out post-hoc Tukey test 
.05) in order to identify the pairs of emotions and/or 
nces responsible for the overall main effect (for 
city ‘emotion’ in this context covers all four types of 
sion, i.e. emotional and neutral). The results showed 
otion significantly affected each acoustic parameter. 

r was significant only for F0 characteristics,
usly with females having higher F0 values than males. 
inary analysis showed that there was little difference 
en values for minimum F0 (post-accent valley) and 
0 (on average the final F0 was mere 8 Hz higher than 
um F0). In the detailed statistics below we therefore 

 only on the final F0. Since main effects for utterance 
nteractions with utterance) reached significance only 
ery small number of cases, these effects will not be 
sed here.

 F0
icant factors were emotion [F (3,246) = 22.7, p < 
], with happy being significantly higher than all the 
emotions (not statistically different from each other), 
nder [F (1,246) = 349.8, p  < 0.001]. The interaction 

on*gender was significant as well [F (3,246) = 4.0, p
8]. However, this is likely to be due to a stronger 

 of emotion in females than males (i.e. a quantitative 
nce), particularly in ‘happy’ and ‘sad’, rather than 
 a qualitatively different effect. The model accounted 
% of variance in F0.

um F0 (peak)
overall significant effect of emotion [F  (3,246) = 49.1, 



p < 0.001], happy was significantly higher than angry, 
which was significantly higher than both neutral and sad. 
Gender [F (1,246) = 268.7, p < 0.001] and emotion*gender 
[F (3,246) = 4.0, p  = 0.008] were also highly significant, 
but again with no qualitative difference in the effect of 
emotion in the two genders. The model accounted for 66% 
of variance in F0.

F0 range (difference between max. and min. F0)
Both factors, emotion [F (3,246) = 32.1, p < 0.001] and 
gender [F (1,246) = 18.8, p < 0.001] were significant 
Among the emotions happy and angry showed significantly 
wider F0 range (the means were 118Hz and 107 Hz
respectively) than neutral (53.7Hz) and sad (29.6 Hz). 
Females showed a generally wider F0 range than males. 
The interaction was not significant. The total of 31% of 
variance was accounted for by the model.

Final F0
Both factors and the interaction were significant: emotion 
[F (3,246) = 16.7, p < 0.001], gender [F (1,246) = 314.4, p
< 0.001], emotion*gender [F  (3,246) = 6.9, p  < 0.001]. 
Among emotions happy was significantly higher than all 
other emotions, but males did not show as large a difference 
between happy and angry as females. Also the range of 
variation was larger in females than in males, particularly in 
happy samples (see Fig. 1). However, this is likely to be 
related to a wider F0 range in females. The total amount of 
variance explained by the whole model was 62%. 

     Figure 1:  Effect of emotion and gender on final F0.

Timing of F0 peak
The timing of the peak (expressed in proportion to the total 
utterance duration) varied significantly with emotion [F
(3,247) = 26.7, p  < 0.001]. Gender was non-significant. The 
F0 peak was significantly later in the utterance (i.e. the 
utterances involved a noticeable rise to the peak) in angry 
and happy utterances than in neutral, which in turn had a 
later peak than sad utterances. The model as a whole 
accounted for 23% of variance.

In order to illustrate how the main F0 characteristics (i.e. 
initial F0, peak and final F0) relate to each other in different 
emotions, both in terms of the frequency values and the 
timing of the peak, we created a schematic representation of 
the F0 contours. This representation is shown for females 
(Fig. 2) and males (Fig. 3) separately. 
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s 2 and 3 show clearly that emotions affect the
tion pattern, with sad and neutral utterances showing 
h less pronounced F0 movement than happy and 

 ones. Sad utterances tended to have a very flat F0 
r, with the ‘peak’ being almost certainly

ceptible (the overall mean difference between the 
 and maximum F0 was only 5 Hz, which is below the 
alue for just noticeable pitch differences (JND) in 
; [8]). Emotionally neutral utterances involved a

 gentle rise-fall. However, it is uncertain whether the 
 part of the contour would be noticed by listeners, as 
ean difference between the initial and maximum F0 
2 Hz, which is at the threshold for the JND in pitch (at 
n females; slightly above it in males). Finally, the 
 and angry utterances showed a nearly identical F0 
n, with a significant rise-fall. The rising part took up 
 40% of the total utterance duration from its beginning
th males and females, and the mean difference
en the initial and maximum F0 was about 65 Hz for 
es and 59 Hz for males, i.e. values well above the 
or pitch. There was a clear difference between angry 
ppy emotions, with happy utterances demonstrating 
er pitch setting throughout the whole contour than 

 ones (though significant in both males and females, 
ter showed a larger effect).

igure 2: Schematic F0 contour in different emotions
      for females (initial F0, peak F0 and final F0).

igure 3:  Schematic F0 contour in different emotions 
               for males (initial F0, peak F0 and final F0).
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Maximum intensity
Maximum intensity was significantly affected by emotion 
[F (3,250) = 58.1, p < 0.001] but not gender. Angry reached 
significantly higher values (the mean was 82 dB) than 
happy and neutral (78 and 77 dB respectively), and sad had 
the lowest maximum intensity (72 dB). The model
accounted for 41% of variance. 
Articulation rate
As with intensity, only emotion was a significant factor, [F
(3,247) = 37.7, p < 0.001], with no significant differences 
for gender. The fastest rate was found in neutral utterances 
(the mean was 4.6 syll/s). Happy utterances were
significantly slower (3.8 syll/s) than neutral ones, while 
angry and sad were significantly the slowest (3.1 and 3.2 
syll/s respectively). Emotion accounted for 30% of
variance.

4. DISCUSSION

The results of the present study suggest that all the selected 
acoustic parameters are sensitive to emotion to some degree. 
It does not seem to be the case that all parameters clearly 
distinguish all the targeted emotions from each other. 
Rather, each emotion tends to be characterised by a specific 
combinations of parameters, with the most salient
parameter (usually one or two) being different for each 
emotion. The acoustic profile for the targeted emotions 
resulting from our analysis is as follows. 

The most distinctive features for anger were high intensity 
and slow articulation rate. However, anger was also marked 
by a significant rise-fall F0 pattern (resulting in a relatively 
wide F0 range). This characteristic distinguished anger
from emotionally neutral and sad speech, but was shared by 
happy speech. The feature that most strongly distinguished 
happy speech from neutral, sad, but also angry speech was a 
markedly higher pitch setting. Expression of sadness
involved mainly flat F0, overall low pitch and low intensity. 

Our results are largely in line with the findings reported in 
the literature. Similar results to ours with respect to F0 
range and intensity for the three emotions we analysed were 
reported e.g. in [1] [3] [9]. It has been repeatedly claimed 
that reliable acoustic differences between anger and
happiness are yet to be found [10]. However, in our study 
the two emotions seem to be clearly distinguished by 
happiness showing a significantly higher F0 across the 
utterance than anger and also higher articulation rate. The 
latter is rather surprising, as anger tends to be associated
with fast speech (e.g. [2] [3]). It is possible that our angry 
samples involved increased articulatory precision, which 
may contribute to the slower rate. Further analysis would be 
needed to verify this.  The fastest rate in our study was 
found in emotionally neutral speech.

Although the emotions targeted here are likely to be
reflected also in other characteristics, such as voice quality, 
formant frequencies etc., our study suggests, contrary to [1] 
and [10], that the set of parameters we selected can in fact 
distinguish individual emotions. This may seem quite
surprising, given that we analysed very short utterances 
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e the fact that the utterances were so short and also 
out of context, it was still possible for the listeners to 
e the speaker’s emotion well above chance.

nalysis did not reveal any qualitative differences in 
expression of emotion between males and females. 
ional quantitative differences found for F0 measures 
kely to be a consequence of a wider F0 range in 
es than in males. 

resent study suggests that all the acoustic parameters 
ere are a useful indicator of emotion. However, in 
to evaluate their contribution to the perceptual
ents more fully, the speech samples in which 

on was misinterpreted need to be analysed as well, 
mpared to the findings reported here. 
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